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Let me set the scene. The year is 2050 and you come home to find your AI robot butler 

brutally “murdered”. It lies in the hallway with its chassis stripped of its gold connections, its 

wires perduring out, and battery acid gushing out of its power supply. The “killers” have been 

apprehended a few blocks away with sacks full of robot parts but what will they be charged 

with? Murder? Manslaughter? Destruction of property? Similar scenarios raise even more 

questions. For example, how would AI be charged with crimes against humans? The answer to 

these questions boils down to how AI functions and how society develops laws and ethics around 

the technology. AI is a budding field and is quickly on the rise with key developments 

like IBM’s Watson and Apple’s Siri showing how capable AI can be with human interaction. 

While scenarios like the ones drawn up before are presently far away from us, we must think 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P18EdAKuC1U
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about how to approach these delicate issues before 

it is too late. Fortunately for us, these themes have 

been extensively covered in science fiction. The 

viewpoints from these pieces give crucial insight 

into how society should proceed with laws and 

ethics. If AI gets to the point of consciousness and full autonomy then the bearers of that tech, 

whether they be robots, androids, or cyborgs, should be treated just like any other human in a 

courtroom, grocery store, or church.  

AI and computers in legal scenarios can be a very convoluted topic. According to Robert 

A. Freitas Jr., the “case law on robots’ rights is pretty thin but not, as one might expect, totally 

nonexistent” (Freitas). He goes on to explain a case where “a computer-generated English-

language story published in a national magazine did receive copyright protection”. Cases like 

this are important because similar ones are bound to come up more often as AI advances and 

becomes capable of everything ranging from creative production to physical autonomy.  

However, civil cases are a world apart from criminal cases. There have extremely few 

real-world criminal cases regarding AI. Yet, there was an incident where Uber’s self-driving car 

struck and killed a person. Uber was not charged, instead, the precautionary driver was charged 

with criminal negligence (Marshall). Some may wonder if the car was to blame. But Uber’s 

autonomous car cannot be held responsible as a self-conscious being because its AI is not 

advanced enough yet. However, it can be argued that AI can essentially be human once the 

technology advances far enough. The Turing Test can be used as a measure of humanity. 

Machines pass the test if a human observer is unable to distinguish them from a human. 

Recently, a chatbot has passed the Turing Test with a third of the judges believing it to be a 

http://www.rfreitas.com/Astro/LegalRightsOfRobots.htm
http://www.rfreitas.com/Astro/LegalRightsOfRobots.htm
https://time.com/2846824/computer-posing-as-teenager-achieves-artificial-intelligence-milestone/
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teenager (Liljas). Since this was only a chatbot there is no telling how “human” an android with a 

physical body and more advanced AI can seem.  

With AI’s advanced level of humanity and consciousness being factored into the 

question, figuring out who to charge for an AI’s crimes is challenging. Prosecutors can hold the 

AI’s creator guilty or see the AI as its own being and charge it instead. Paolo Bacigalupi explores 

this question in his short story “Mika Model” where a company’s AI robot commits a murder 

and turns herself — itself if you’re a skeptic — into the police. With the robot having full 

awareness of her actions, she pleads for a lawyer so that she can be tried fairly until a company 

representative swoops in to take her in for decommission (Bacigalupi). Bacigalupi gets the reader 

thinking about the legality of consciousness and brings an important discussion to light. While 

the robot did not go through the legal process in “Mika Model”, in the movie I, Robot Sonny, a 

self-conscious robot, is investigated 

for murder. Because Sonny is 

investigated as an individual being, 

instead of property, the murder is 

solved as suicide and U.S. Robotics, 

the company that created Sonny, is 

exposed to be plotting against humanity. If instead, U.S. Robotics were to be held responsible for 

the alleged murder, then Sonny would have been scrapped and the company would just release a 

disingenuous apology while their evil plans would never have been revealed. In cases like the 

ones found in “Mika Model” and I, Robot, where there is a physical manifestation of an AI that 

is completely autonomous and conscious, it should be appropriate to investigate and try that AI 
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as its own being. This would prevent major corporations from sweeping incidents under the rug 

and pave the way for a new field of AI law with precedents and examples.  

If a physical example of AI, like an AI 

robot, is to be fairly tried in court like humans, 

then as an extension it must also receive the same 

freedoms as humans. In the United States, AI 

robots should have freedom of speech, religion, 

press, assembly, and petition. Steven James explores AI robots’ freedom of religion in his 

futuristic op-ed “Artificials Should Be Allowed To Worship”. The piece is set in a world where 

Artificials, beings equipped with AI, are excluded from communities of faith. The speaker, who 

is an Artificial, advocates for religions to be inclusive towards Artificials because “their beliefs 

are as genuine and sincere as those of any human” (James) and “just like humans, [Artificials] 

experience the truth of life’s brevity and cling to the hope of tomorrow” (James). The speaker 

also brings up a crucial point by writing “just as we have freedom of thought — the freedom to 

believe as we choose — so also, we should have the right to worship as we please” (James). It 

makes sense that if a being is allowed freedom in one aspect of life then they should be allowed 

freedom in other aspects. By having the speaker advocate for AI’s right to religion, James is 

showing that society should be accepting and inclusive of AI’s consciousness and sense of self. 

Opposition to this idea would create a new form of discrimination that would only slow 

down society’s progress. This decline in progress is seen in Overwatch’s lore. In the videogame, 

omnics are self-conscious robots that are treated as second-class citizens. This rift between 

humans and omnics adds to the conflict that is already happening in the world. However, there is 

peace and prosperity in Numbani where omnics and humans are treated as equals (Carpenter). 
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Overwatch shows that equality between AI robots and humans is necessary for society’s success 

because without it there would be an overwhelming amount of conflict and hate.  

Still, some people are 

wary of AI and not as open to it. 

Stuart Russel’s op-ed, “How to 

Stop Superhuman A.I. Before It 

Stops Us”, shows why. In it, 

Russel explains that if AI is designed with the wrong objective then humanity has essentially lost 

and has a dangerous situation in its hands (Russel). Russel’s close-minded ideas towards AI is 

stark opposite to James’s acceptance and promotion of AI’s rights. While this preventative 

mindset can be useful, it hinders technological progress. Russel even goes on to say that if the 

worst came to worst then humanity must “curtail A.I. research and forgo the enormous benefits 

that will flow from it” (Russel). Employing this ideology can be very dangerous and destructive 

as it promotes fear and can restrict life-saving technology and solutions from reaching the public. 

This type of mindset has little place in an advanced society like ours where the increased use of 

AI is inevitable. With this inevitable increase comes a need for openness and inclusiveness. If 

this need is not met because of preventative mindsets like Russel’s, then fear and doubt will be 

all-consuming and prevent humanity from reaching science’s bounds.  

AI is one of the hottest pieces of tech in the world and is advancing at an extremely fast 

rate. The technology has already been incorporated into key industries, like delivery and retail, 

that affect our day-to-day lives (Berreby). Eventually, it might be commonplace to see AI robots 

roaming the street like in the fictional world of Futurama. But before that time comes, society 

must decide how to classify and treat AI and physical examples of it. As current real-life metrics, 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2020/09/the-robot-revolution-has-arrived-feature/
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like the Turing Test, have shown, AI can be indistinguishable from humans. As science fiction 

has shown, AI should be treated with the same respect as humans. So, when the time comes and 

you come home to find your AI robot butler brutally murdered, society should treat the robot as a 

sentient being and charge the perpetrators with murder. Likewise, if a self-conscious android 

were to be found with human blood on its hands, it too should be charged with murder. 
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